Influence of Arginine Salts on the Thermal Stability and Aggregation Kinetics of Monoclonal Antibody: Dominant Role of Anions.
Thermal stability of the CH2 domain for an IgG1 monoclonal antibody and its aggregation kinetics were systematically studied at pH 4.8, below its pI of 8.8 in individual solutions of arginine salts with acetate, glutamate (Glu-), chloride, and sulfate as the anion, in comparison to sodium chloride and sodium sulfate. Thermal unfolding temperature, Tm, an indicator of thermal stability, was measured by both differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF). The aggregation kinetics was determined by assessing reversibility for the CH2 domain in the DSC repetitive scans and then cross-examined by the isothermal aggregation study measured by size exclusion chromatography. The effect of Arg+ on the thermal stability and aggregation kinetics of the antibody is shown to be strongly anion-dependent: both ArgAceate and ArgGlu improve the stability, while both Arg2SO4 and ArgCl decrease it. Furthermore, the addition of ArgCl and Arg2SO4 accelerates the aggregation kinetic, but to a lesser extent than the respective Na+ salt, suggesting that Arg+ binds to the antibody more strongly than Na+. However, the binding of Arg+ did not lead to more destabilization of the CH2 domain by the Arg+ salts at low concentrations, comparing to the respective Na+ salt. This finding indicates that Arg+ prefers the protein surface, rather than the exposed backbone upon unfolding. Furthermore, the change in the ranking for affecting the thermal stability and aggregation kinetics as the salt concentration increases implies the presence of other multiple mechanisms, e.g., cluster formation through the homoion pairing between Arg+ molecules and their preferential exclusion from the protein surface, and heteroion pairing between Arg+ and SO42-.